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Exploring “Slavery in the Age of
Revolutions”
Ben Cavanagh ’23
& Claire Jiang ’24

Last Thursday, October 8, Professor of History at Columbia
University Christopher L. Brown
spoke to Lawrenceville students
in a webinar entitled “Slavery in
the Age of Revolutions.” A distinguished scholar and writer, Brown
has published several books including Arming Slaves: From the
Classical Era to the Modern Age,
and Moral Capital: Foundations of
British Abolitionism, for which he
was awarded the Frederick Douglass Book Prize.
Brown started with an introduction of the two revolutions
that took place during the founding of the United States: “the successful rebellion against colonial
rule, and a revolution in attitudes
toward slavery and the Atlantic
slave trade.”
According to Brown, a political
spar between the U.S. and Great
Britain laid the foundations of
anti-abolitionist movements in
both countries during the Revolutionary War. At the beginning
of the war, British commentators
criticized Americans on their hypocrisy, noting that the values
Americans preached such as liberty and freedom did not apply to
their slaves.
As American colonies began
calling for their own independence, Brown explained how
Britain criticized American ideals and their hypocritical attitudes
towards slavery to try and retain
control of her colonies. He believed that the British critics were
more motivated by underlying
political and imperialist motives
than by a sudden sense to enforce
moral justice.
The British believed Americans
did not deserve independence;
their exploitation of slave labor
helped justify their subordination
to British authority. “The British
argued that moral inferiors should
never be recognized as political

Brown addressed the community over Zoom.

equals,” said Brown.
During the war, Brown explained that the British took advantage of America’s stance on
slavery to garner British support.
By offering freedom to slaves that
deserted plantations and households in support of the British,
Britain rallied over 35,000 slaves
to British lines during the war.
Brown described that, in a way,
two rebellions happened at the
same time: “an African American
one against the institution of slavery, in addition to the American
rejection of British rule.”
Brown concluded his lecture by
explaining how British criticism
of the slavery carried a largely unrecognized message that prompted the development of anti-slavery movements in the U.S. during
the war.
According to Brown, “The way
in which individuals, communities, and even nations dealt with
the problem of slavery could now
provide a legitmate basis for evaluating their politics.”
As a result, out of concern of
the emerging nation’s collective reputation, colonists began
a stream of anti-slavery gestures
across New England as they
called on their representatives to
introduce anti-slavery legislation,
formed the nation’s first anti-slavery socities, and began rejecting
the Atlantic slave trade.
“Everywhere in North America, patriots used their newfound
opposition of the Atlantic slave
trade to uplift their moral sense
of self and show that they deserved independence...They began to describe the institution of
slavery as forced upon them by
British monarchs, rather than as
a product of American choices,”
said Brown.
Brown’s lecture was followed
by a series of questions from students about topics ranging from
the Somerset case of 1772 to the
conflict between George Washington and Guy Carlton.
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Parents Weekend Goes Virtual!
Jasmine Zhang ’23

This coming weekend,
Lawrenceville will host its Parent ’s Weekend virtually. The
faculty has been working hard to
plan and incorporate new events
while simultaneously adapting
others to fit the new arrangement.
This year’s parent-teacher
conferences will still be segmented into 10 minute periods.
Director of Special Events and
Parent Programs Dorothy Quinn
predicts that “the conferences will
be much [of ] the same…but this
year’s virtual option will allow
parents who might not usually be
able to come to campus to speak
to faculty as well.”
Quinn’s favorite part of Parent’s
Weekend is meeting everyone on
campus and when students bring
their parents around their houses
and to their athletic games. “That
part is hard to convert into a virtual experience...the campus will
be really quiet,” she commented.

While it isn’t possible to recreate
the environment of an in-person
Parent’s Weekend, the faculty has
planned a multitude of webinars
for college counseling, emotional
health, and diversity to provide
families with a more holistic view
of the School and their children’s
lives. The preparation consisted
mostly of “reaching out to faculty
and finding new speakers for parents
to hear from,” said Quinn.
The main events on Friday will
include a webinar on diversity and
inclusion with Dean of Diversity,
Inclusion, and Community Engagement Rick Holifield. V Form
parents will also have the option to
listen to a seminar by Co-Directors
of College Counseling Holly Burks
Becker P ’06 ’09 ’12 and Jeff DursoFinley Ed.D. P’13 ’14 ’19 ’22 as they
discuss current application-related
questions and answers.
On Saturday, Lawrenceville’s
Counseling and Psychological
Service Department will be giving
a presentation on “aspects of the

counseling service and counseling issues during the current
situation.” Quinn believes that
this webinar could be particularly
helpful for parents “during [these]
challenging times,” as many
students are “away from [their
families] and isolated.”
In addition to these events, Periwig’s annual Fall Musical will also
take place from Thursday night to
Saturday night. This year’s show is
Clue: On Stage, “a madcap comedy
that will keep you guessing until
the final twist,” described Quinn.
While there will be limited seating in the Kirby Arts Center for
students, the show will be available via simulcast viewing for all
students, parents, and faculty to
watch.
“I definitely wish that my parents could walk around campus
and come to a water polo game
with me, but I’m glad that they
will still have the opportunity
to connect one-on-one with my
teachers,” said Amelia Devine ’21.

Lawrentians Nominated for
Prestigious Scholarships

V Formers nominated for scholarships.

Helen Liu ’22
News Associate
&Tiffany Yeung ’22
V Formers Ije Achebe, Esha
Akhtar, Will Atkinson, Danica
Bajaj, and Zack Finacchio have
been nominated by the School for
this year’s prestigious scholarships
at Duke University, the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill
(UNC), and the University of Virginia (UVA).
Achebe and Finacchio have both
been nominated for the Robertson
Scholars Leadership Program for
Duke and UNC, which “invests in
young leaders who strive to make
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transformational contributions to
society in a joint merit scholarship
offering participants a unique dualuniversity program,” according to the
scholarship’s website.
Co-President of Diversity Council, Black Women at Lawrenceville
(BWAL), and African Student Union
(ASU), Achebe is also a member of
the Religious Life Council (RLC).
On her work at Lawrenceville,
Achebe said, “It’s a huge honor to
have been nominated...I’d like to
think that the bit I do to bring black
girls on campus together and promote
a culture of learning as it relates to
identity...has actually touched some
students, and being nominated for

this scholarship makes me feel
confident that it has.”
Finacchio is a President of the
Humanitarian Aid Society (HAS),
a member of the Periwig Executive Council, and a prefect in the
Woodhull House. Reflecting on
the scholarship, Finnachio said, “I
feel super lucky and over the moon
that I was able to get nominated for
this opportunity. One of my favorite
aspects of the scholarship is the
funding they provide for summer
enrichment. Being able to spend the
time to learn in-depth about how
to best help communities and lead
new initiatives is such a privilege.”
(continued on Page 4).
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ollege admissions representatives nearly always describe their students with
thinly-veiled versions of the same
message: “passionate,” “curious,” and
“driven to pursue their interests”
outside of homework and class periods. This description sounds idyllic—who would not want to learn
in an environment where students
have seemingly endless time and
energy to dedicate to their individual pursuits? But more often than
not, students here are caught in an
endless cycle of class and homework
with interludes of athletics and extracurriculars, frustrated with their
work and anxious about their future.
In the past, we’ve accepted busyness
and a stressful schedule as the natural way of things, but we should
challenge that belief and take the
time to ask ourselves some essential questions: Is a good education
inherently stressful? Do we adhere
too closely to the false virtue of a
time-crunched schedule, inhibiting
us from experiencing the potential
joy in learning?
Most days, when Lawrentians are
worrying about our limited time to
do anything, we focus on the mere
completion of a task instead of the
quality of the work. For example, although homework for each class is
set to be completed in a 60-minute
time-frame, many of us often find
ourselves unnecessarily repeating the
same kinds of problem sets that our
teachers assign to us in order to meet
those 60 minutes. At some point,
the level of work we receive reaches
a tipping point, forcing us to sacrifice quality and comprehension for
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Editorial

Intentional Education
the sake of completion. When time
frames determine our every action,
we equate time with increased understanding of the subject. However,
if our lives are programmed to fit a
schedule, even fun becomes a task
for completion on our daily checklist; we fill every brimming moment
of our lives to the fullest because our
mentality of academic and person-

––––––––
In reality, we should
be focusing on the
intentionality of
assignments instead of
the amount of time they
consume.
––––––––
al growth is so focused on meeting
time goals. Though time has always
been a universal marker for progress,
is that our best option? In reality, we
should be focusing on the intentionality of assignments instead of the
amount of time they consume.
The fundamental value of homework is to advance our understanding of topics we learn during class
time. But any work that exceeds an
individual’s aforementioned tipping
point eventually produces diminishing returns. For example, a student
whose homework is simply a list of
similar math questions soon does it
for the mere sake of completion and
repetition. On the contrary, doing
one challenging problem, though
difficult to comprehend at first, allows us to gain much more from the

STEM v. Humanities

assignment. However, our current
learning system overly emphasizes
the time it should take to complete a
task; consequently, we find ourselves
filling up the minutes rather than
learning new material.
Hence, what if we re-thought
the premise of homework? Instead
of assigning contrived assignments
intended to fill the prescribed
60-minute window, what if teachers
instructed us to pursue brief explosions of intense thought and exploration by only giving us one or two
complex questions to consider? Let
us propose a thought experiment: for
one night, teachers can only assign
20 minutes of work, where the prerogative would be to create the most
intentional, provocative assignment
possible. The results? We hope to see
students engage more readily with
homework and make the following
class period more intentional, lively,
and joyful.
By proposing a drastic re-thinking, we do not seek to invalidate the
work we currently do and rebuild
the curriculum in a way that fails to
push us as thinkers and learners. Despite the radicality of these proposed
changes to the schedule, our purpose
is to encourage us to question: How
do we know if we are maximizing
our education when we do not attempt alternatives? Right now, we, as
Lawrentians, are running on a never-ending treadmill. Constant stress
is not necessary for our learning, and
simply because an education lacks
volume does not mean it lacks in
quality.
This editorial represents the majority view of The Lawrence, Vol CXL.

Addressing the Misconception of Splitting Arts and Science

Alistair Lam ’23
Opinions Associate

B

losophy. For instance: “Why does the
feeling which accompanies awareness
of sensory information exist at all?”
This plays into the medical dilemma
of determining whether patients in
vegetative states are conscious
or not, a question that is
extremely difficult to answer through mere experiments. As these patients
are barely, if at all, able
to respond to stimuli,
we have very few ways
of gauging their actual cognitive function. Consequently,
judgements around
how these patients
should be treated,
especially when
re- garding a
possi- b l e
brain-death,
often boils down
to ethical considerations. In the cutting edge studies
of our own minds
and the treatment of
that information, we
cannot rely on hard science
alone.
As another example, the study of
human behavior connects STEM
fields such as applied mathematics
to humanitarian fields such as law.
Game theory, one of the most important mathematical concepts developed
Rania S
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etween 2011 and 2019, almost all arts and humanities fields in the U.S. saw
a decline in the number of bachelor
degrees awarded. This is unsurprising, given that science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM)
jobs increased on average by 14
percent from 2010 to 2020, and
certain fields, such as biomedical
engineering, soared by 62 percent.
With the increased globalization
of education networks and the expanding influence of technologies
on our lives, many fields in STEM
appear to offer more remunerative
career options. At Lawrenceville, as
we gain more independence in class
choices, we begin to overly emphasize the misconception that STEM
and humanities are somehow disconnected, such as the idea that
one has to choose to be a STEM
or humanities person in order to
succeed. This is especially problematic amidst fears that humanities
may become obsolete in the face of
emerging trends in technologies.
Instead of discussing how “useful”
or valuable STEM or the humanities
are, we actually ought to address the
issue of considering them as mutually
exclusive. The sciences seek answers
through data, literature seeks answers
through words, but at the end of the
day, both lead to a greater under-

standing of our place in the world.
Thus, STEM and the humanities are
fundamentally complementary, and
given that academia has grown to become ever more interdisciplinary,
we, as students, must become
well versed in multiple
fields through the
course of our education in
order to
excel in
any one
field.
E v e r
wonder why
the highest
academic degree in most
sciences
is
called a Doctor
of Philosophy
(Ph.D.)? All science stems from
an ancient philosophical impulse to
rationalize phenomena of the natural
world, and the study of human consciousness illustrates the strength of
this connection. Australian philosopher and cognitive scientist David
Chalmers proposed that there are two
types of problems in consciousness—
easy and hard. The easy problems can
be explained empirically through the
understanding of neural mechanisms.
However, hard problems cannot be
answered without the help of phi-

in recent history, has been applied
to the prediction of decision making
and other areas of complex human
behaviors that involve probabilities.
One could claim that this shows how
mathematicians are attempting to
replace aspects of the humanities by
finding ways to fit human behavior
into numerical, formulaic descriptions, but people are not rational or
logical all the time, so without infinite
information, our actions will never be
dictated entirely by numbers. Clearly,
the humanities assist our understanding of motivations behind our
behaviors
and
interactions
with one
another.
Moreover,
by overvaluing
science over humanities, we risk
losing track of the
most
important
aspect of scientific
discoveries: how they
affect society. This year’s
Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded to the
CRISPR/Cas9
gene-editing
tool. While this technology contributes phenomenally to the life sciences, its use, such as mixing human
and animal genes, can have serious
ethical ramifications, as illustrated
by the scandal of the Chinese scien-

tist He Jiankui, who gene-edited a
pair of twin babies. Understanding
the ethics behind the application of
these systems is necessary to ensure
that we are using them mindfully
and properly. Another example is
the fMRI scan which can now collect data of participants’ brain activity,
raising an ethical question regarding
our individual liberties. Regulating
and defining socially responsible applications of such technology requires
measures grounded in the humanities,
because only by doing so can we keep
our technologies in check. We cannot
forget to pause and reflect on the social and ethical consequences of these
ever-increasing technological breakthroughs, especially in this day and
age when advancements happen ever
more rapidly.
The convergence of STEM and
humanities finds a myriad of examples in schools and businesses alike,
and recognizing their overlap means
that studying both sciences and humanities are equally important.
It is increasingly evident that the
future workplace and society will require literacy in both STEM and the
humanities; anyone who wants to become a leader in a STEM field will
need a significant grasp of the liberal
arts, while people pursuing humanities can rest well knowing that their
talents are necessary for the growing
STEM fields to contribute properly
to society.
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European Migrant Crisis: Unceasing and Unresolved

Solutions in
Short Supply

Yewon Cheng ’23
Opinions Associate

D

ubbed “the largest migration
crisis since the Second World
War,” the European Union
Refugee Crisis began in late 2015 as the
violence caused by the Syrian Civil War
and the Islamic State intensified. Braving
unpredictable sea conditions, below-freezing temperatures, abusive smugglers, and
traffickers,refugees sailed across the Mediterranean Sea in overcrowded rubber plastic rafts.By the end of 2016,approximately
5.2 million refugees from mainly Syria,
Iran, and Afghanistan arrived on European shores—only to suffer at borders as
the European Union (EU) squabbled
over limited refugee quotas, overflowing
refugee camps, and closing legal routes
into the nations.
Although the EU finally declared the
crisis as over in March 2019, the 2020
Covid-19 pandemic sparked a resurgence
of problems in the Middle East and
Africa, such as extreme economic hardships in Tunisia, causing another wave of
sea arrivals in southeastern Europe. The
new crisis proves worse than its predecessor—travel restrictions and transport
routes closures force refugees to take even
riskier, illegal routes on flimsier boats. The
current European response is also harsher
than in 2015. Greece exemplifies European hostility; reports of the coast guard
returning incoming refugees to sea and
vigilante mobs blocking rescue boats provoked both outrage and Greek denial. For
the refugees able to enter a country, they

are immediately quarantined on pleasure
boats or oil tankers with little access to
healthcare, as their mandatory two-week
stay often jumps to six weeks. Meanwhile,
overcrowded migrant camps and centers
are a perfect environment for a Covid-19
outbreak—for example, Lampedusa, a
90-person capacity camp, struggled with
1,300 residents in September.
Europe’s inability to create concrete
solutions and recognize the crisis at hand
caused its disastrous response to the
refugee crisis in 2015. Now, as Covid-19
forces another resurgence of refugees to
Europe, nations must redeem themselves.
While some may argue that delegating money to these refugee camps
and accepting these refugees will
only deplete national resources
and create anti-immigration complaints, what Europe should be
concerned about is not what
they have to do, but what
will happen if they do
not act now. Warding off these refugees
and turning a blind eye
to their meager living conditions will only create much
more drastic economic and political problems for these countries
in the future, such as a tarnished international image and a greater cavity in their
national funds.
To begin the solution-making process,
we must first recognize the valid challenges and frustrations that the EU faces
with their refugee crises. The 2015 street
protests of the anti-immigration and antiIslamic groups increased inter-communal
tensions and refugees’ flight to segregated

enclaves, greatly limiting their opportunities for societal integration. Understandably,member states find this intense backlash exhausting and overwhelming.
Such backlash, however, will extend to
the poor handling of its refugee crises. If
Europe continues to deny refugees, it will
only cement their reputation as inhumane
and irresponsible members of the international community.In other words,Europe
will spend more money and effort on
trying to regain its global standing after
dismissing the crisis than actually dealing
with it, affecting these nations both politically and economically.
Additionally, ignor-

we must do it. Let’s not forget all that we
[have] accomplished since America first
concentrated its attention on preserving
the environment under a Republican
administration back in 1970.” However, oil
companies, most significantly ExxonMobil,
began an advertisement campaign to
encourage climate denialism by renting
out newspaper ad space in order to support
the fallacy that the scientific community
was divided on the existence of manmade
climate change. These actions are rendered
particularly ridiculous given that Exxon’s
team of scientists reported substantial
evidence of the greenhouse effect as early as
the late 70s.The researchers encouraged the
company to switch to alternative
sources of energy to avoid
the
effects

progress, but this perspective presents a
very limited definition of “growth”; if the
company truly wanted to be innovators
instead of turning a short-term profit, they
could have heeded their scientists’ warnings
and pioneered alternate energy sources as
early as the 70s.
In the 90s, ExxonMobil CEO Lee
Raymond, along with other oil companies,
pressured Republicans to protect their
economic interests, leading to President
George Bush Jr. removing CO2 from
the government list of pollutants and
politicizing climate change. Media
doubled down on trumpeting the “lack of
complete scientific certainty” surrounding
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ing the inadequate state of these refugees’
living conditions and aggressively treating
them at the borders forebode danger.First,
as the risk of contracting Covid-19 increases in refugee camps—in July,129 migrants tested positive at the Treviso camp
in Italy—the risk of outbreaks spreading

to the rest of Europe increases as well.
More frighteningly, the National Bureau of Economic Research once warned
in 2016 that “social isolation seems to
induce radicalization” as “difficulty of
assimilation” increases “ISIS’ appeal to
impressionable youth;” in other words,
desperate outcasts, trapped in a disaster
without hope or guidance, often turn to
extremism and violence as outlets. When
Europe callously turns away refugees as
unwanted criminals, they only encourage
future crime and radicalization within
refugees’ countries of origin.
Such extremists’ hatred of
Europe will never confine
itself within their home
regions.
Thus, to effectively
handle this crisis, Europe must establish
solutions tailored to
both refugees’ and
European needs. In
2015, Europe’s hyperfixation on the numbers of entering refugees
led to the neglect of their
camps’ conditions, most notably resulting in France’s infamous
Calais Camp. Even if Europeans do
not ultimately house all refugees, they still
should improve their refugee camps and
establish better standards of living for their
residents. While investing in these camps
may seem like an additional burden to the
countries’ already depleting financial resources,if these camps are not maintained,
the consequences of a potential outbreak
will far exceed current costs.
Most importantly, the European

Union must strengthen its system of relocating refugees from major destinations—
such as Italy, Greece, and Hungary—to
other member states. The previous failure
of such programs lay mainly in Europe’s
stubborn mindset; Czech Foreign Minister Lubomir Zaoralek had rejected the
system by declaring, “Countries…should
keep control over the number of those
[they] are able to accept and then offer
them support.” But Europe must accept
that the refugee crisis has spiraled out of
their control—now, only regional cooperation can save the continent. In 2015,
countries understandably closed their
borders to these refugees because the sudden influx of millions of people to a mere
four or five countries meant that many
governments could not sustain such immigration; however,ensuring that refugees
are relocated to other nations this year will
protect more individuals seeking asylum.
A fair, even distribution of refugees not
only lessens the overall strain on Europe,
but also allows nations to focus on a smaller group of refugees and provide better
resources at a lesser cost for reintegration
programs.
With their very reputation and safety
at stake, Europe currently dangles on the
edge of an abyss. If they dismiss the rising
refugee crisis as a problem of the past, they
will only cause its own fall from grace. Yet
hope remains: once the continent regains
control over the crisis through cooperation
and collaboration, they can salvage both
innocent lives and Europe’s future standing on the global stage.

slow in addressing a global issue largely
due to baseless denialism.We’re already two
decades late in addressing these problems,
and the physical effects are already ruining
livelihoods across the globe. Individuals can
most effectively combat climate change by
using our means to affect legislation. Vote
for potential presidents, representatives, and
governors who prioritize climate change
and present concrete plans for a solution.
Additionally,join Greta Thunberg’s rallying
cry and find other ways of putting pressure
on elected officials via petitions and protests;
at the end of the day, it is our responsibility
to hold governments accountable.
Finally, although climate denialism has
become tangled in

logically extends the environment—and,
quite literally, conservation. What could
be more conservative than an interest in
preserving the forests and oceans that make
up our natural world or, particularly, the
famous geographical features and natural
parks that make the U.S. what it is?
Indeed, President Trump’s onceforemost challenger for the 2020
Republican nomination,Bill Weld,was one
of the most outspoken critics of Trump’s
inaction, citing this as one of the primary
reasons he intended to challenge the
current incumbent. He emphasized, “The
Republican Party can not put its head in
the sand on climate change.” Additionally,
young conservatives are pushing the party
toward strong climate action, noting that
it is imprudent to focus on short-term
economic interest at the expense
of future opportunity. It
is fair to say that the
Republican party
has
more
progress to
make as a
whole when it
comes to climate change
denialism. However, to assume that
Republicans match their views on climate
change to those the current president
espouses is not only erroneous, but
potentially dangerous. Climate change is
not an issue that can and should be subject
to partisanship; it goes into our very survival
as a species. If we promote climate action
as a left-only policy, our politicization of
these environmental issues will ultimately
jeopardize the interests of elephants and
donkeys (both the political and literal) alike.

Climate Change: No More Time for Denial and Delay

Survival in
Jeopardy

Cherie Fernandes ’21
Senior Columnist

A

s of 2020, there is a 97 percent
scientific consensus endorsing
the position that humans are
causing global warming via the greenhouse
effect, which is the result of burning coal,
gas, and oil for energy. The carbon released
combines with the O2 in the air, creating
an ever-increasing excess of CO2 which
traps heat in the Earth’s atmosphere. This
excess heat is equivalent to that released by
400,000 Hiroshima bombs, accumulating
in the environment around us each day.
Predictably, this has resulted in a host of
issues with effects that are just beginning
to surface; the 20 warmest years on record
in global history have occurred since 1990.
By mid-century, as many as 30
to 50 percent of the total
species found on Earth
will have disappeared in
a human-induced “sixth
mass extinction.” In the next
century, the rising sea levels will displace
millions and cost the world 14 trillion
dollars as entire cities disappear beneath the
water. Climate change is unequivocally the
greatest problem our generation will face,
so why on earth is climate denialism so
pervasive, and how has it wormed its way
into the tangle of red versus blue politics?
Climate change was not a political issue
when it became public knowledge in the
1980s; on his campaign trail, Republican
President George Bush Sr. insisted,
“[saving the planet] can be done, and

they’d predicted,
among them dangerous heatwaves and
deadly floods, but instead, ExxonMobil
publically insisted the evidence was
“ambiguous” while quietly building drilling
platforms slightly higher up to account for
the rising sea levels they predicted. There
was no genuine belief that climate science
was fiction, just the need to suggest as
much to the public.. Many justify this as
a necessary consequence of technological
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global warming,
causing mass misinformation and political
division. The result? By 2017, over 50
percent of Americans held the erroneous
impression that “the effects of global
warming [were] exaggerated.” As schools
started to prioritize education on the topic
and the encroaching effects of climate
change become increasingly visible, it’s
increasingly obvious that we have been

politics,
the history shows that climate change is
not inherently a partisan issue; our values
often differ on who deserves to enter
the country or who taxation policies
should be benefiting, but I think we can
all agree that we don’t want a quarter of
the planet to become near-uninhabitable
in the next century. There is little reason
for Republicans to deny climate change;
GOP social values include purity—which
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Meet Lawrenceville’s Newest Students

Julia Chiang ’23
& Ian Lee’ 23
& Richard Zhou ’22
News Associate

On March 10, 451 prospective II Formers were offered
admission into The Lawrenceville School for the 2020-2021
school year out of a total 2,183
completed applications, giving
this year’s class an acceptance
rate of approximately 20 percent.
There was a 10 percent increase in the total number of
applicants from last year, following an increasing trend in
the number of applicants to
Lawrenceville each year. From
2009 to 2019, there has been a
29 percent increase in the total number of applicants, from
1,557 applications in 2009
to 2,183 applicants in 2020.
Similar to past years, applicants
used the Standard Application
Online (SAO) to apply, which
serves as a common application among many independent
schools.
This year, the Lawrenceville
Admission Office adopted a
new way of documenting race
statistics. Applications from
students of color may not seem
like they have changed much,
with 1,104 applications in 2017
and 1,135 in 2020. In the past,
the Admission Office considered all non-white people of
color to be part of one group.
Moving forward, The Shelby
M.C. Davis ’54 Dean of En-

rollment Management Greg
Buckles and the rest of the
Admissions office plans “to
honor and recognize all the
various forms of diversity…in
a meaningful way.”
In accordance with the
School’s increased efforts to
promote diversity and inclusion, the Admission Office
has begun categorizing international applicants by their
citizenship as well as their
home addresses. Through
this new categorization, the
School hopes to properly recognize the many races within
the non-white people of color
category. On this development, Buckles said, “We don’t
have a specific benchmark on
where we want to be, [and]
at no point would we be able
to say, ‘we’re satisfied now
with the representation of the
school racially, socially and economically.’ We always want
to be improving.”
The newest members of the
School come from all over
the world, with 16 percent of
newly enrolled students being international. The most
prevalent countries of origin are Hong Kong/China,
Canada, Vietnam, and South
Korea. Buckles also noted
that applicants from China
and other countries in Asia
have risen significantly over
the past several years after
China’s visa policy changed
in 2008. Within the United
States, the new class is made

up of students from 27 different states, with the most represented states being New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania,
California, Illinois, and Florida.
By bringing in students from a
variety of backgrounds, Buckles hopes that each Form has
“a wide range of perspectives
and life experiences, whether in
the residential houses or at the
Harkness Table.”
40 percent of legacy students
who applied were accepted, a
much higher admittance rate
compared to the 20 percent
general admissions rate. In accordance with usual years, 70
percent of newly admitted students will be boarding students,
while 30 percent will be day
students.
Reflecting on the class of
2024, Buckles commented,
“This year’s class is an extremely
diverse and talented class overall [and] we’re very pleased with
the contributions we think they
will be able to make at all levels.”
Buckles also noted that the
Class of 2024 “was born through
determination.” With the Covid-19 pandemic changing many
aspects of Lawrenceville, the
students’ revisit day experience
was undoubtedly different, with
the School doing their best during virtual revisit days.
Addressing the class of 2024
and all the new additions to the
Lawrenceville campus, Buckles
stated, “Each and every one of
you deserves to be here.”
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Lawrentians Nominated for Prestigious Scholarships

Akhtar and Bajaj have been
nominated for UNC’s MoreheadCain Scholarship, which “seeks
driven, courageous, and inquisitive
leaders eager to embrace new and
unknown experiences,” according
to the scholarship’s website.
Akhtar is a co-founder of
the magazine In the Margins,
the Diversity Representative
on S tudent Council, and a
Merrill Scholar. Reflecting on her

experiences at Lawrenceville,
she said, “I think I have truly
found a place within diversity,
equity, and inclusion (DEI) at
Lawrenceville...I’ve just become
a lot more confident in myself and
my background, and I’ve found
the strength and vulnerability to
use my background to empower
myself and others.” On being
nominated, Akhtar said, “I really
like how the scholarship offers
access to a community that is very
different to Lawrenceville—a

large state school compared to
a small private one, and I think
that change is something I am
really interested in exploring.”
Bajaj is a Dawes House
prefect, a member of the Girls
Varsity Fencing team, Girls
Varsit y Cre w team, RLC,
Diversity Council, and the Head
Counselor for the Lawrenceville
Performing Arts Camp (LPAC).
She noted that “the MoreheadCain scholarship is all about
community, and Lawrenceville

h a s g i ve n [ h e r ] s o m a ny
opportunities to connect with
a diverse range of people.”
A t k i n s o n i s t h i s ye a r ’s
nominee for the Jefferson
Scholar Foundation at UVA,
which “cultivates outstanding
undergraduate students,
providing them with financial
support to pursue their passions
and develop their talents for
the good of the University
and beyond,” according to
t h e s c h o l a r s h i p’s we b s i t e.

On campus, Atkinson is the
President of the Lawrenceville
Mock Trial team and of the
Helping HomeFront c lub.
Regarding the scholarship,
Atkinson said, “I think it’s a great
way to meet people with similar
values…to myself, who want
to be able to lead [and] build a
strong community.” Given the
opportunity, he hopes to extend
his abilities out “into the rest of
the world in order to collectively
accomplish change.”
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Everything You’re Getting Wrong About Fac Brats
Madeleine Laws ’23

Being a “fac brat,” a student who
is also the child of a Lawrenceville
faculty member, isn’t always the
easiest. There are many stereotypes and
misconceptions that come with being a
fac brat at Lawrenceville. We are not
all super smart, we aren’t best friends
with every teacher on campus, and
we’re not all textbook overachievers.
People automatically assume that we
get preferential treatment, but they seem
to forget that having a parent work at
Lawrenceville also has its ups and downs.
I’ve been told before that I have the
best of both worlds: I’m a day student,
but I live in the same proximity to
campus as a boarder would. While
it’s a nice position to be in, “the best
of both worlds” card is often used
against me—especially when my
parents complain about driving me to
school when it’s 28 degrees outside
and snowing, because apparently, “it’s
close enough to walk.” I’ve lived on
campus for quite a while, which also
means that I’ve been eating dining hall
food well before I became a student
here. I never really had my parents
make home-cooked meals, except in
the summers when Irwin is closed.
As a fac brat, I’m always known
as someone’s someone. I’m often
simply seen as Dean Laws’s kid, or
Matt Laws’s little sister. I’ve gotten
used to being associated with them,
but it’s quite frustrating when I meet
someone new on campus and two lines
into our conversation, the person asks
“Is Dean Laws your dad?” or “Is Matt
Laws your brother.” I experienced the

Dean of Academics David Laws, Ph.D. P’21 ’23 and Madeleine Laws ’23.

worst of this situation when my brother
was a peer tutor in Boys Lower my II
Form year. Let’s just say that the boys
might as well have worshiped the
ground he walked on. I don’t know
why, and I certainly don’t see what
they were so impressed with (sorry
Matt). It’s annoying, to say the least,
to know that my brother is not only
“buddy-buddy” with the students in my
grade but also never fails to constantly
remind me of it. As a result, most of
Boys Lower last year only ever thought
of me as Matt Laws’s little sister.
People often assume that fac
brats have a smooth transition to
Lawrenceville because we already
know the students and faculty and
can navigate campus easily. To an
extent, this is generally true, but there

are certainly some caveats. Before
attending Lawrenceville, many faculty
members knew exactly who I was,
but I never knew any of them. Once
I began school, they would wave to
me in the halls, even though I didn’t
know their names—something that I’m
sure other fac brats have experienced
as well. During my II Form year, I
had a substitute teacher come into
my classroom, and as soon as she
saw me, she was practically beaming
with joy. I was quite taken aback by
her enthusiastic reaction, so I don’t
remember exactly what she said, but
it was something along the lines of:
“Oh my gosh, I can’t believe it’s you!
Wow, I would have never expected this.
It’s so strange but also so wonderful!”
Meanwhile, I was just sitting there

awkwardly nodding, throwing in the
occasional, “Yeah, so great to have you
as a sub today.” Truth be told, I had
absolutely no idea who the teacher was.
For the record, I feel like it needs to
be said that not all fac brats get good
grades. That is an universal truth. Sure,
we may feel more motivated to work
hard since our teachers can always
pop into our parents’ offices for “fun
chats” about us, but we struggle and
complain about our homework, too.
Students think we have it easy because
if we need help with homework, we can
just ask our parents. Unfortunately, it’s
not that simple. It’s not like our parents
know everything; my dad may be a
great math and science teacher, but I
doubt that he would ever be able to
help me with my English homework.

Plus, he has a life, so he doesn’t really
have time to be my personal tutor.
I also want to clear up the
misconception that all fac brats know
Lawrenceville inside out. People
assume that we grew up climbing
through secret tunnels in Mem, but the
reality is that we don’t climb through
secret tunnels or know where all the
buildings are on campus. I’ll gladly
be the first to admit that I, too, had
a hard time finding my classes at the
start of freshman year. In fact, until I
started attending Lawrenceville, I didn’t
know there were buildings called Pop,
GCAD, or Noyes. My tour guide knew
more about the campus than I did, and
I’ve been living here for 15 years. I
knew most of the Crescent Houses, but
I thought Stanley was a boy’s House
for the longest time, which is quite
ironic because I’m now in Stanley.
Another common misconception is
that our parents act differently at home
than they do at school. I hate to break it
to you, but Dean Laws doesn’t have an
alter ego; he’s just a normal dad. He’s an
avid Kansas City Chiefs fan, manages
to insert scientific knowledge into every
conversation, and likes to throw around
a corny dad joke every once in a while.
People tend to think that fac brats
have vastly different experiences at
Lawrenceville compared to other
students, and more often than not,
they’re wrong. While having a parent
who works here is certainly a unique
aspect of our experience, fac brats are not
much different from regular students;
we do the work, get the grades, and
move on after four years. After all, we’re
Lawrentians, just like everyone else.

unironically dancing. He was only
further confused when one of the girls
informed him that she was “going to
tell [her] therapist” about him, and
he managed to maintain a straight,
unemotive face while responding
“Ok?” He’s learned to answer his
charges’ questions efficiently, too, as
he dutifully explains the bus schedule
and answers the same questions each
and every day, only to watch kids miss
the shuttle regardless. Mr. Liang might
be missing out on law classes, but
he’s compensated with indispensable,
real-life lessons—like the tendency of
teenage girls to trigger ant infestations—
at HGI. Oh, and with money.
After so many classes in their
bedrooms, Lawrentians are beginning
to display the profound physical effects
of Zoom. Every day, I’m subjected to
seeing eye bags and bad haircuts and
questionable fashion choices which
scream A) “don’t approach me” and
B) “I got way too used to online
classes and sweatpants.” Sadly, the
same issue appears to plague Mr.

Liang. He actually has better fashion
sensibilities than most students, and
his eye bags aren’t pronounced, but his
haircut? It’s the logical end of taking
quarantine way too far: A quasi-mullet.
Or rather, it was. Thankfully, Mr. Liang
chose to visit the barber a week ago.
Perhaps the students have something
to learn from Mr. Liang as well.
No one really knows how Mr. Liang
feels about HGI. Does he like it? Hate
it? Is he afraid of the ants, and does he
spend half his time frantically killing
them with Lysol? We don’t know.
It’s true the students get in the way
of his classes and, on one occasion,
even convinced him to eat a turkey
sandwich ill-advisedly slathered in
Barbeque sauce. But, they also add
so much to his life; they beg him
to unlock their rooms, don’t throw
out their trash and attract ants, and
teach him how to deal with genuine
stupidity. So, hopefully, he likes it. And
hopefully, he’s not failing law school
because of the students, assuming
he’s actually attending law school.

Madeleine Laws ’23/THE LAWRENCE

HGI isn’t Prison... It’s just where Mr. Liang Lives

Mr. Liang waiting for Grayson to interrupt him.

Mac Dilatush ’21

For those living under a rock,
Lawrenceville commandeered a nearby
Hilton Garden Inn, opening its first coed dorm in order to encourage social
distancing measures. A few weeks
ago, the House held an introductory
meeting where the Heads of House
introduced themselves. Mr. Wilder
proclaimed that he teaches Dance, Ms.
Stock explained her role in athletics,
and then Mr. Liang deadpanned, “Hi,
I’m Mr. Liang. I just live here. In the
hotel.” Sure enough, Mr. Liang does
not teach any classes or participate in
any Lawrenceville activities besides,
you know, living in the hotel. Naturally,
this prompts a vital question from
Lawrenceville’s new Rumor Regulation
Taskforce: What does Mr. Liang do?
The short answer is that Mr. Liang
attends law school, but on Zoom,
and gets paid to live with a bunch
of teenagers in between 10-hour

Grayson Miller’21/THE LAWRENCE

stints at his computer. However,
that overview ignores the details
of Mr. Liang’s daily class routine,
which is reminiscent of the average
Lawrenceville student’s. Given his
schedule, maybe he really is a III Former.
Each day, while supervising the
lobby, Mr. Liang erects a squareshaped, nine-chair barricade around
himself. He pushes his chair against
the wall and builds a fence of three
chairs on each side around him in
hopes of communicating, ‘get away
from me.’ Because he claims to be in
law school, he also printed out a large
“IN CLASS” sign and taped it to one
of his makeshift borders at the start of
the term. Whatever Mr. Liang hoped
to achieve, it clearly hasn’t worked.
Apparently, Lawrentians read “IN
CLASS” as an invitation to intrude.
For example, Associate Editor
Grayson Miller ’21 regularly disregards
the sign—“he’s definitely the biggest
repeat offender,” Mr. Liang confirmed.

Beyond interrupting Mr. Liang’s
classes, Grayson often attempts to
sneak into the Zoom frame, so he can
see what’s happening on the computer.
Worst of all, he takes his time doing it.
Mr. Liang elaborated: “I don’t know
why he thinks moving slowly makes
it more acceptable…it just means he’s
distracting me for a longer period of
time.” Unfortunately, as anyone who
has been interrupted during virtual
consult knows, Grayson isn’t the only
culprit, and Mr. Liang’s classmates
are often left wondering why he’s
gesticulating off-screen instead of
participating in his breakout rooms.
The poor guy can barely go to a class
without someone yelling at him,
ignoring his attempts to wave them
off, and then yelling at him again.
While his Zoom-class quality
might be diminished, HGI introduces
other, interdisciplinary elements into
Mr. Liang’s law school experience.
Recently, he learned that “teenage
boys don’t know what a trash bag is”
after he ordered the HGI delinquents
to put their waste in trash bags before
getting rid of it; they responded by
dispensing their waste without a trash
bag anyways. “They falsely claim that
any bag with trash in it is, in fact, a
trash bag. Law school did not prepare
me for this,” he said. Mr. Liang,
developing valuable leadership skills,
retaliated by removing the dumpster.
Mr. Liang also underwent experiential
leadership training a couple Saturdays
ago when he repeatedly implored
several students to remain six feet apart
through the virtual social distancing
dance, during which, yes, people—
and by people I mean girls—were

Retaliation against Mr. Liang’s rules takes many forms.

Mac Dilatush’21/THE LAWRENCE
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Previewing the Fall Play: Clue: On Stage

Kelly Lu ’23
arts associate

In light of Fall Parents’ Weekend, the Periwig Club performed a
80-minute dark-comedy play titled
Clue: On Stage this past Thursday
and Friday, and will perform once
more this upcoming Saturday. The
play will be set in the Black Box
Theater in the Kirby Arts Center
with both in-person and simulcast
performances. The simulcast performances are designed to cater to
remote-learning students and parents who also want to watch the
play virtually.
Although this year’s production
differs from the usual large-scale
musical, Director of Theater and
Theater Teacher Matthew Campbell commented, “We want to keep
theater alive. Lawrenceville had
put so much time, thought, meaning into really working hard to
bring people back, so [we wanted
to meet] that gold standard. The
theater program had to attempt to
mirror [this effort].” The play was
chosen primarily because it fit government guidelines for social distancing protocols on stage but also
because it contained hints of political comedy. It was created in 1954
during an era of McCarthyism,
which Campbell thought would be
suitable for this year because “we’re
in a political year right now” and
the play “does have a tinge of political humor and it does have a tinge
of not trusting other people, which
is very much part of our national
climate.”
According to Zack Finacchio ’21,
the lead actor who will be playing
the main character Wadsworth,
“Clue is a multi-faceted, interactive,
cataclysm of joy, mystery, confusion,
and illusion…Murder’s in it too.”

ago that they were able to rehearse,
ventional ones. “You can take any
The play is a murder mystery that
for the first time, in person.
character and give them a motive,”
explores the journey of six characThis year, the production team
she said. Similar to Finacchio, she
ters—Mrs. Peacock, Miss Scarlet,
faced many obstacles, such as meetalso found the learning of a new
Mr. Green, Professor Plum, Mrs.
ing strict social-distancing regulaaccent one of the most challengWhite, and Colonel Mustard—
tions and a severe time-crunch,
ing and nerve-wracking parts of
who show up to a dinner party and
which
discover that
became
Mr. Boddy,
s i g the host who
nificant
had
coincauses
cidentally
of worry
blackmailed
for the
all of them,
team,
had
been
espemurdered
cially
by one of
as the
the guests.
per forWadsworth,
mance
a butler with
dates
an Englishbecame
accent,
is
more of
also among
a realthe few at
ity than
the mansion.
an arAccording
bitrary
to Finacchio,
time.
the
most
The set
challengdesign
ing
aspect
process
of playing a
Advertisement poster for Clue: On Stage.
Courtesy of The Lawrenceville School
w a s
“very secrealso shortened, and Campbell and
tive, conniving, and very proper”
her role.
Technical Director and Drama
character was learning how to grasp
Unlike years prior, the 2020Teacher James Cuthrell had to
Wadsworth’s accent. To him, Clue
2021 school year has come with a
create a full set within a matter of
is a play that balances plot darkhost of changes in its schedule and
three weeks.
ness with its comedic genre, and
framework; the theater department
“Having rehearsals over Zoom
some of his co-performers have exis certainly no outlier. The preparafor most of our time together and
pressed similar sentiments. Ashley
tion process leading up to the final
only getting two weeks on stage
Gelber ’21, who will be playing the
premiere has been a rollercoaster
meant that [the] actors were learnrole of Yvette, a sexy French maid,
of emotions for the entire producing their blocking at the same time
expressed that the play has “many
tion team. Beginning with virtual
technicians [were] learning their
zingy one-liners that [she] know[s]
auditions, communication through
shifts. Lighting and sound cues
people are going to be saying.” GelZoom played a critical role in dewere [simultaneously] being prober believes that her character’s alveloping the show. From discussing
grammed, all processes that are
luring and unique persona has procharacter portrayals to acting out
usually more spread out with more
vided her with deeper insight into
scenes, the actors have been contime to complete,” commented Ben
what it means to assign depth into
tinuously engaging with each other
Polaski ’21, who is the Stage Mana role, especially the more uncononline; it wasn’t until two weeks

ager of this year’s production.
The rehearsal process was not
ideal for all of the cast members either. According to Mason Du ’21,
who will play the role of Professor
Plum, an arrogant academic with a
sleazy past, “Everything was on the
fly. Even from now to show night
we still may pass some alterations.”
Some actors, including the leads,
were even afraid that they would
forget their lines on-stage due to
lack of collective preparation.
However, despite these evident
challenges, the production team
is still incredibly hopeful. “I think
this show is an embodiment of our
school’s resilience,” said Gelber. The
actors collectively agreed that although Covid-19 made Clue’s premiere more difficult, the pandemic
also created a new and exciting experience for everyone.
“We’ve still come together to put
on an unforgettable, completely
unorthodox show,” said Du. He
also added that he was excited to
see how the actors had adapted to
safe-distancing restrictions, pushed
through difficult situations, and reunited as a community.
“Honestly, I’m actually just so
grateful to be here in any shape or
form,” said Orlando Doull ’21, who
plays Colonel Mustard.
“I hope to see people enjoying
the production and feeling engaged, and that they are able to
come here and see that live theater
can be done, and that art is a fulfilling, healing exercise of the soul,”
summarized Finacchio.
The production team remains
proud of the hard work they put
into the show and is more than excited to showcase its own version of
Clue because, as brilliantly said by
Gelber, “art never stops.”

rendering her unknown to the public and leaving her poetry as the only
gateway for others to understand
her inner thoughts and personal life.
2020 has been a politically polarizing year, and thus one of the
defining features of acclaimed artists this year is their political stance.
In a year of reckoning with racial
injustice, awards like the U.K.’s
Booker Prize have been awarded
to many racially-themed books. In
contrast, Glück’s works focus more
on universal experiences of the human condition—love, grief, change,
isolation, and desire. Her dedicated
portrayals of everyday emotion,
though not particularly polemical
or political, resonate deeply with
her readers and stand out amongst
others in the current social atmosphere.
I’ve always been a little scared of
poetry. Its obscurity and pretension at times make me feel stupid.
The barrier to my understanding of
poetry, I think, is my (and perhaps
our collective) insistence on gaining
a complete understanding of everything we come across. Sure, understanding dactylic hexameter may
help us understand Greek and Roman epics better, but I don’t think
we need to fully grasp it in order to
appreciate these pieces of literature.
As I began to approach poetry in
the same way that I approach mu-

interpreted and they focus on universal human experiences. Her diction is deliberately chosen to deliver
clarity and impact without sounding verbose, creating a unique style
that grabs the attention of a general audience. Her sentences pulse
with a sort of musical rhythm and
repetition that keep them from becoming truly prosaic, and although
not obviously seen through her use
of language, she does experiment
with rhetorics. Glück’s deceptively
straightforward language remains
engaging to the part of me that is
still subtly daunted by the overuse
of polysyllabic literary devices.With
these characteristics, her works set
the tone that poetry is accessible,
and can be enjoyed by everyone.
In 2020, political art has become
very important, as is pushing the
boundaries of art through rhetorical pyrotechnics. However, common
appreciation of gaudy language
should not keep us from appreciating poets like Glück. In a year
where the complexities of politics
capture the majority of our attention, Glück’s universal themes speak
to a different side of our consciousness and allow readers to connect to
poetry in a simple, unique way. The
contrast between the current social
climate and her simple diction renders her work even more special and
her prize well-deserved.

American Poet Louise Glück Wins Nobel Prize

Louise Glück speaks at a podium.

Grant Shueh ’23
arts associate

The objective value of a piece of
art is hard to define because art is
often grounded in perception. Art
reviews can discuss rhetorical devices and stylistic choices, but ultimately, they assign value to the
piece based on the reviewer’s or
judge’s personal experience on the
subject. I can’t definitively conclude
whether or not poet Louise Glück,
the recipient of the 2020 Nobel
Prize in literature, deserves her accolades. I can, however, offer the
objective truths of her life and my
personal impressions of her work.
Glück was born in New York

Courtesy of nobelprize

City to Jewish parents and grew up
in Long Island. She began writing
poetry as a child, and after developing anorexia in her adolescence,
she chose to focus on therapy rather
than attend a university full-time.
She did, however, attend poetry
workshops at Sarah Lawrence College and at Columbia University.
After teaching poetry at Goddard
College in Vermont, she became a
writer-in-residence at Yale University. Glück is critically acclaimed
as the winner of the 1993 Pulitzer Prize, the 2014 National Book
Award, and the United States Poet
Laureate from 2003 to 2004. Despite her long list of achievements,
she rarely appears in the spotlight,

sic, I gained a richer appreciation
for the craft. You don’t need a complete understanding of Schenkerian
Analysis to like western classical
music. Similarly, you don’t need to
be an encyclopedia of literary devices to like poetry. Glück’s works
speak to me without the intimidating characteristics of some others.
Candid and almost conversational,
Glück somehow manages to speak
poetically using almost prosaic sentences.
“Do you know what I was, how
I lived? You know/what despair is;
then/winter should have meaning
for you,” Glück writes in the beginning of “Snowdrops,” one of my
favorite poems. She seems to communicate directly with the reader,
abandoning the flashy, esoteric literary devices that impress my English teachers. Her works, full of vivid passion and themes that resonate
with raw human emotions, are easily comprehended through simple
sentences and phrases. “Snowdrops”
explores the feeling of rebirth after
trudging through a seemingly endless winter of despair. Glück expresses that winter and despair feel
neverending in the moment, but
they never actually are. She asserts
that we will emerge, eventually, in
the “raw wind of the new world.”
The ideas of spring after winter and
happiness after despair are easily-
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Josh Allen Is the Perfect Man for 2020
Mac Dilatush ’21
Senior Columnist
2020 has been a weird year; macaque monkeys annexed a city in
Thailand, the Cleveland Browns
are 4-1, and a National Basketball
Association (NBA) team led by
three white guys made the NBA
Finals. Heck, the pigeons in New
York have stopped smoking cigarettes. So perhaps it shouldn’t be
surprising that, after posting 311
passing yards for four touchdowns
against the Los Angeles Rams,
Buffalo Bills quarterback (QB)
Josh Allen is this good right now.
After all, there are few, if any, athletes better acquainted with chaos
than Allen.
Take a look at his playoff debut against the Houston Texans
last year. He ran for 42 yards on
his first play of the game, then
caught a 17 yard touchdown pass
while somersaulting into the endzone. Per ESPN, Allen became
the first QB ever to do both of
those in the same game. Later in
the game, he fumbled without a
defender touching either his arm
or the football. Seriously, Allen
just dropped it. Later, he ran for 20
yards on an impressive scramble
before suddenly lateralling the ball
to…nobody, costing himself five
yards. The play is now a treasured
meme and emblematic of The Josh
Allen Experience. No one else
combines zany highlights—like
hurdling over a 6’5’’ linebacker—
with absurd lows like him. To reflect his play, the National Football
League (NFL) fans coined a popular refrain: Allen scares opposing
defenses, but he terrifies his own
team.
That playoff game, a microcosm
of his erratic first two seasons, occurred in 2019 when Allen was
just a sophomore. In that season,

legitimate Most Valuable Player
he completed a league-worst 59
(MVP) candidate. Through four
percent of his passes and accountgames, he’s completed a fantastic
ed for 15 turnovers. He was worse
69.3 percent of his passes.
as a rookie, and accuracy plagued
The
imhim in his final college season, too.
proveHe only completed 56 percent of
his attempts at the University of
Wyoming against relatively weak
competition. His highlights and
jaw-dropping physical tools—
he’s 6’5’’, 238 pounds, and
impossibly fast—got him a
starting spot in the NFL, but
it was sprinkled with predominantly disappointing
play. This year, however,
Allen is re-writing the
script and playing the
best football of his
short career. He’s
a young QB
with another
off-season
of development
behind him,
so some
natural
improvement
is
expected
from the
past few
years. But
more importantly,
those years
weren’t
2020. That’s
the real catalyst for Allen’s
superstar turn.
m e n t
Based on his
Sally Lee ’23/THE LAWRENCE
isn’t down to
2017, 2018, and
luck. Accord2019 numbers, a wise person
ing to Sports Info Solutions, 77.7
might deride Allen, declare him a
percent of Allen’s throws this seaback-up and subpar starter at best.
son were on target and a ridicu2020 hates wise people, though.
lous 80.4 percent were catchable.
It doesn’t care what they think,
He’s made huge, tangible strides
and neither does Allen, the persince 2018 and 2019, when just
fect player for 2020. Today, he’s a

63.5 percent were on target and 70
percent catchable. The same trend
emerges in passing touchdowns
and yards. Allen is second in
the league in both categories and currently
on pace to throw
for over 5,000
yards and 45
touchdowns
with nine interceptions,
a
much
better
ratio
than
h e ’s
posted in
p a s t
seasons.
T h o s e
numbers
would
put
him above Pat
Mahomes’
2018
MVP season, when
Mahomes posted a 113
passer rating. Somehow,
Allen, master of mayhem,
currently checks out at
123.
I’m guessing you
didn’t predict that Allen
would be a top three
NFL quarterback this
year. It’s ok, nobody
did. Just ask All-Pro
cornerback Jalen Ramsey.
In 2018, he labeled Allen
“trash” and a “stupid draft pick”
who’s incompetence was “gonna
show, too.” In 2020? “He’s talented,” Ramsey told reporters. Two
days later, Allen toasted Ramsey
for a touchdown pass to Stefon
Diggs. Ramsey’s change of heart
isn’t unique. Watching armchair
managers and ESPN “analysts”
walk back their many, many antiAllen tweets has been an odd, ca-

thartic, and strangely comforting
thing—the kind of thing you wish
would happen in politics. Unfortunately, that kind of thing won’t
happen in politics. Rather, it won’t
happen in politics unless we put
Allen in politics.
America needs someone who
can do more than handle chaos.
We need a leader who thrives in
unpredictable and inexplicable
situations. Enter Allen. As established, the guy is practically synonymous with chaos. He plays for the
Bills fanbase, affectionately titled
“Bills Mafia” for its size, propensity
to issue online death threats, and
famous tradition of body slamming and breaking tables by dropping onto them from genuinely
dangerous heights. In other words,
he’s familiar with handling pandemonium. Yep, we should make Allen President of the United States.
If you think this sounds impossible, slow down. First, weirder
stuff has happened, and we live
in 2020—The Pentagon recently
confirmed the existence of unidentified flying objects (UFOs).
Second, Allen has all the credentials to be President. All presidents
are tall, and Allen is super tall. All
modern presidents hold college
degrees, and Allen holds a college
degree. If you’re hung up on the
transition from Bills QB to politics, don’t be; there’s an established
pipeline between the two. Jack
Kemp, legendary former Bills QB,
blazed it while serving nine terms
in the House of Representatives,
appearing on a presidential ticket,
and posthumously receiving the
Presidential Medal of Freedom in
2009. In addition to Kemp, more
than 10 NFL players are currently
in politics. So go out and vote for
Allen. Would a wise person vote
for him? Probably not, but since
when are wise people right?

father smiling at his children, and
baseball would be the grumpy
scrooge in the corner complaining
and trying to control everything
he could.
Unwritten rules in
baseball strip players of
emotion by reducing
earnest and f requent
celebration, which thus
eliminates baseball from
creating stars.What makes
watching sports fun is not
just the games itself, but
the emotions of the players.
Oftentimes, fans cannot
relate to posterizing someone
in basketball or hitting a
home run, but we can relate
to the enthusiasm and joy
that the athletes feel when
they accomplish something
worthy. Celebration unites
fans and athletes, further
humanizing a sport by
encouraging those in the
stands to experience the
emotional journey similar to
that of an athlete. Yet when
athletes are unnaturally
restricted f rom expressing
themselves, the sport ruins
opportunities to unite fans through

for rising players. When Cam
Newton scores a touchdown and
dances, he starts a cultural trend;
when Deandre Jordan dunks
on somebody, his facial reaction
becomes a meme; when Cristiano
Ronaldo scores a goal, he’ll run up
and down the field before jumping
and spinning in mid air. These
moments of celebration are what
unite the audience with the athlete
and make the sport interesting
to watch.
As Tim Anderson of the Chicago
White Sox “pimps” a home run by
chucking his bat, the pitcher will
try to hit Anderson with a 90
mph fastball at his next at bat for
“breaking the unwritten rules.”
Though not all celebrations
are reprimanded, ballwatching and bat-flipping
are still looked down
upon, and pitchers
w i l l re g u l a r l y
reprimand
celebrators
with a fastball
straight to the
midsection. These
unwritten rules were at one
point instated to keep the game
“gentlemanly,” but the sport has

clearly evolved from that. It’s
not tennis or polo or golf, it’s
baseball; the players chew tobacco
in dugouts, wear oversized chains
in the batter’s box, spit sunflower
seeds in the grass, and slap each
other on the butt after a good play.
Unwritten rules are not conducive
to likeable athletes, nor do they
create gentlemanly players. Ken
“the Kid” Griffey Jr. brought the
sport to new eyes by dawning
the backwards cap and pounding
flashy home runs, yet the sport is
still held back by a buzzkill culture
that looks down on celebration
and emotion.
The MLB has acknowledged
such aspects of the culture in the
past with a campaign called “Let
the Kids Play” and a video ad titled
“Rewrite the Rules.”As a company,
they’ve opened up to bat flipping
and celebrations, but clearly the
culture has not. Perhaps the MLB
is on the right track, or maybe all it
needs is the right star. But instances
where Tatis Jr. and Acuna Jr. are
reprimanded for scoring points
reflect that if America’s favorite
pastime wants to keep its audience,
it must lose its scrooge culture of
unwritten rules.

The Emotionless Downfall of America’s Pastime
Andrew Lee ’22
Sports Associate

Last week, when Ronald Acuna
Jr. hit a lead-off home run against
the Miami Marlins in Game
One of the National League
Divisional Series, the Atlanta
Brave celebrated with a bat flip.
However, at his next at bat, he
was plunked with a 98 miles per
hour (mph) fastball straight to his
backside.Though he wasn’t injured,
this wasn’t the first time Acuna had
been punished with a fastball for
celebrating a good play. The play
reeks of baseball’s ridiculous and
out-of-touch culture that punishes
players for expressing emotions.
Many fans often attribute the
mediocrity of baseball to the length
of the game or the time in between
plays, but no matter how many
minutes Major League Baseball
(MLB) docks of the clock and
how many more home runs the
players hit, baseball will always
be held back by the frustrating
culture that accompanies the
sport. If all the sports gathered
for a Christmas dinner, basketball
would be a vibrant teen opening
presents, football would be a hardy

the emotional aspect of the game.
Unlike in other sports, baseball
culture’s tendency to
d ow n p l ay t h e
emotions that
come along
with a
big play
render
the
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sport
uninteresting and disheartening

Sports
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Should Athletes Be Involved in Politics?

Grant Shueh ’23
Arts Associate

This year, as the Black Lives Matter
movement and the 2020 Presidential
Election intertwined with professional
sports, many fans questioned why athletes spend so much time advocating
for causes so separate from their crafts.
They wondered why politics couldn’t
be kept out of sports, like they supposedly were in past decades. They
argued that pro-athletes, paid astonishing sums of money to run around,
transporting balls with their feet or
their hands, have no place meddling
in politics.
Some of these sentiments are understandable—it’s easy to dismiss
professional sports as inessential entertainment. After all, watching people
execute complex strategies to move a
round object into a designated area can
seem frivolous in contrast to political
debates. However, sports are deeply
connected to the fabric of humanity—
they allow us to experience the visceral
rush of competition and movement in
an organized way. Sports are also a sort
of universal language that, at its best,
bridges people together regardless of

race or language or socioeconomic status. Sports’ universality makes it very
effective for creating social change,
and athletes are justified in using their
craft to spark political reform, just as
any artist would.
Politics in sports aren’t a recent development. Long before Colin Kaepernick knelt during the national anthem
to protest against police brutality, Jackie Robinson was a key figure in desegregation. Robinson’s very presence in
Major League Baseball in the 1940s
was a controversial action, and his
playing alongside white players predated the Civil Rights Act of 1964 by
a couple decades. In the 1970s, tennis
player Billie Jean King advocated for
gender equality. She lobbied for equal
recognition and monetary prizes for
women, and she arguably spearheaded
the development of professional women’s tennis. To this day, at 76 years old,
King continues to advocate her stance.
Sports and politics have long been
interwoven, and the insistence on their
separation tends to stem from double
standards and racial discrimination,
not any actual principle related to the
necessity of separating sports and politics. When National Basketball Asso-

ciation (NBA) players LeBron James
and Kevin Durant voiced
negative opinions on
Donald Trump,
Fox News
anchor Laura
Ingraham told
them to
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“shut up and dribble,” claiming that
they got “paid $100 million a year to
bounce a ball.” However, when National Football League (NFL) quarterback Drew Brees criticized kneeling during the national anthem, she
defended him, claiming, “He’s allowed
to have an opinion.” Brees definitely
has a right to voice his opinion, but so
do James and Durant. Society’s love of
sports have given athletes a platform
on which they’re entitled to exercise
free speech, especially as it can allow
athletes to do a lot of good in their
community, fostering social acceptance.
For instance, sports can increase
viewers’ exposure to people from different backgrounds and foreign ideas.
Star soccer forward Mohammed
Salah, an Egyptian winger, contributed to the reduction of Islamophobia
and hate crimes in Liverpool, England,
according to a Stanford University
study. Before Salah’s signing, Islamophobia had been steadily increasing.
In a 2015 YouGov survey, 60 percent
of the public responded that Islam
clashed with British values. Researchers used police data in the area, a survey of 8,000 self-identified Liverpool

FC supporters, and over 15 million
tweets from soccer fans to determine
that hate crimes dropped by 19 percent
and anti-Muslim comments online by
5 percent since Salah’s signing with
the club in 2017. Through watching
Salah’s interviews, games, and social
media feed, viewers could understand
Salah’s faith better. “Viewers see what
a Muslim prayer looks like, perhaps
for the first time, when Salah scores,”
wrote the researchers. Salah has also
used his platform to advocate for gender equality across the Middle East. If
we repress athletes’ voices, we limit our
capacity for positive societal change.
Cases like Salah surely demonstrate
why athletes deserve the space and
time to discuss socio-political issues.
Through the meaning we assign
them, sports can be more than just
games. Not only can they be vehicles
for change and advocacy, athletes,
while larger than life figurines, are human beings who have the basic right
to amalgamate politics into his or her
craft like any other citizen. The universality and popularity of sports means
that when athletes speak, many people
listen, giving rise to voices usually underrepresented in society and politics.

team element of the sport outweighs the
individualized aspect of cross country.“On
race days, one runner might win the race,
but it’s the team that puts the most runners
in the highest positions that ultimately
takes the win,” reinforcing the group
dynamic requisite for success.
Nevertheless, injuries are inherent in
the sporting world, presenting athletes
with physical and mental challenges, and
cross country is no exception. Doull and
Abromavage have both suffered seasonending injuries in their Lawrenceville
careers. At the beginning of Abromavage’s
IV Form season, minor shin splints
quickly evolved into a stress fracture,
causing him to miss practices and races
towards the end of last year’s term as
well as the entire winter track season.
“This fall, I’m back and feel more ready
than ever,” Abromavage enthused. For
Doull, he overworked himself while he
was on a 10-mile run in the rain and
contracted season-ending pneumonia.
“Everyone sacrifices something in this
sport, and it is the setbacks that make
us strongest,” he reflected. Crane added
to this point, concurring that “running
is a very demanding sport with a lot of
benefits, but a few times, those demands
got to be much more than I wished they
had.” Nonetheless, all three co-captains

preserved through their struggles to lead
the team today.
Throughout Crane’s cross country
journey so far, his most memorable
experience was winning the Mid-Atlantic
Prep League (MAPL) Championship
last year. After entering the MAPL
competition optimistically in 2018,
the team came up short due to sub-par
performance, so “[coming] back and
[winning] felt great” for Crane.
For Abromavage, he enjoys going on
hard runs with the group and “leaning
on each other to really push through,
and by the end, emerging with a sense of
accomplishment unlike any other.” Doull
recalls the “gradual climb that [his] journey
as a runner has been” and remains thankful
for everything cross country has gifted him.
Despite the current restrictions due
to Covid-19, the team captains are
determined to maintain the team spirit
and motivation within the squad. The
cross country team will not have much
competition in the fall, but Crane noted
that in running, “you can’t afford to take
a season off,” so the athletes are looking
ahead and preparing themselves for the
2021 season. In the upcoming weeks,
the captains plan to possibly hold virtual
competitions with neighboring schools
and have multiple intrasquad meets.

Captains Profile: Boys Varsity Cross Country

Kyle Park ’23
Sports Associate

This year, V Form Co-Captains
Harrison Abromavage, Chris Crane, and
Orlando Doull are leading the Boys Varsity
Cross Country team, all of whom have been
members of the varsity squad for all four
years during their time at Lawrenceville.
Crane started off his cross country
journey at a young age, running five
kilometers every weekend with his family.
“I’ve always been very skinny and longdistance running [came more] naturally
to me than other sports, so in middle
school, I took up cross country.” Crane’s
commitment to the sport grew over time,
seeing his II Form-year teammates on the
cross country team as great role models,
motivating Crane to work harder. Crane
noted the influence cross country has had
on him outside of the sporting realm; he
learned the importance of working hard
in running and was able to translate those
valuable skills into his academic habits.
Although running is often categorized
as an individual sport, the team spirit in
cross country grabbed Crane’s attention:
“Your fifth runner is just as important,
if not more important, than your fastest
runner to win a race.”
Doull also started running in middle
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school, when one of his teachers thought
that he would be a good fit for the sport.
To Doull, cross country is special as it is
“almost a completely level playing field”and
hard work leads to faster times more often
than not. “The more you put in, the more
you get out,” he says, unlike many skillbased ball sports, where performance can
wane with just a couple of poor decisions
or unlucky bounces.
Unlike his co-captains, Abromavage
only started cross country his II Form year
at Lawrenceville. After seeing only limited
improvement in his swimming career that
required “endless dedication to maintain a
level of skill,” Abromavage started looking

for another sport to pursue––one that
would satisfy his background in endurance
exercise and that he could improve in across
his four years of high school. Despite
his relatively late start to the sport, after
running for the first couple of weeks of his
II Form year, Abromavage felt confident
with his decision and decided to continue.
Abromavage highlighted the importance
of what a runner does post-practice,
“whether it be core exercises to improve
stability, plyometric work to prevent
injury, or rolling out to fully recover.”
Both the minor and major improvements
motivate Abromavage to work even harder.
Abromavage agreed that the intrinsic

Fall Play Picks
Laura French

Orlando Doull

Zack Finacchio

Eleni Lefakis

Brian Tan

Lucrezia DiVincenzo

Ben Polaski

Who is the murderer?

All I'm saying is we're
ALL in trouble if
costumes sees that y'all
didn't hang up ur pants

prob me ngl

Tech week killed my
sleep schedule

Lu if I'm not there to
yell the Fly commands
for her

I don't trust Kate
Dillard with the
revolvers...

Eleni when she realizes
I killed Ashley by flying
things in without her

Honestly I don't
even know. I've
only skimmed the
sparksnotes

Funniest cast member

The suit of armor (she
carries the team)

prob me ngl

Gabby (when she's not
busy harmonizing with
Anjali)

Amelia's private
chats during Zoom
Rehearsal

Orlando's ASMR—
heavy breathing over
speaker

Makysm if he were a
Copper

The sharks in the soup

Favorite moment of
rehersals

Bobby Cloninger "hng"
asmr

i forgot to hang my pants
and got publically shamed

When I almost
suffocated midmonologue

Hearing Ben breathe
over Headset for 6
hours straight

Ben not calling a
singular scene shift

Deciding not to call a
singlular scene shift

black gloves go brrrrrr

